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Abstract
Digital twin is one of the key concepts of digitalization. Using an adapting and self-learning digital model of
a future or current system (product, process etc.) can greatly support decision making from strategic to
tactical levels and from individual to company and corporation levels. This vision is getting ever closer to
everyday decision making due to leaps in technical capabilities, willingness to grant access to data sources
and the increasing amount of data gathered. This general development applies also to process industry and
related engineering and creates opportunities for new business.
Universal definition for digital twin does not potentially even exist but some crucial characteristics for it
exist, e.g., there needs to be two counterparts that are linked through data and these counterparts are
evolving together in time. These characteristics are fulfilled by many different types of systems, and we will
call them from now on digital twins.
Process industry engineering work processes utilize many types of digital models during life-cycle of a
process plant, from engineering design first-principles simulation models to dynamic data-driven real-time
models of a process system. The process of developing and maintaining these digital models is rather
laborious manual work, however, the technologies have evolved to enable also more automatized
processes. When the underlying models (the core of the digital twin) are automatically developed,
parametrized, validated and maintained, i.e., their life-cycle is tightly following their counterpart (the
process or its digital representation), clear benefits can be realized: engineering processes become faster,
less human errors in data transfer occur, or once developed models are not wasted easily to name a few.
To understand under which conditions these benefits can create business value for some engineering
service provider, the digital twin solution needs more detailed evaluation from business perspective.
Traditional canvas-based business assessment frameworks are one alternative. However, they do not alone
allow capturing all key features of the business and thus more detailed evaluation is needed.
This report describes one framework to support evaluation of business value potential of digital twins in
engineering process with the goal of systematizing the comparison between traditional engineering
assessment process and more automatized one. Through explication of the engineering case needs,
stakeholders needed to solve the engineering problem and description of the automated engineering
processes’ opportunities, it is easier to understand the time to market and pinpoint the key development
areas for these new solutions.
Four hypothetical but realistic industrial process engineering case studies were used in this work to
demonstrate the evaluation framework. These cases represented different life-cycle phases of a process
plant (green-field process design, retrofit process design and optimization of either online or offline
measurable quality measure). The results indicate that the framework is able to highlight development
needs and also contrast the new solution to the current solutions well. This information should help the
engineering service provider, or the customer, to decide what type of services to provide/request. That is,
in some cases it might still be most relevant to ask for and provide more traditional engineering projects
whereas in other cases more automatized digital twin development, deployment and maintenance are
already possible and should be targeted to get most value.
The scope of the work was defined to include evaluation framework development and hypothetical
framework demonstration case studies. Financial evaluation was left out from the scope of the framework
at this stage of the development – developing the approach for this critical aspect of evaluating the
business opportunities would benefit from use of real cases with real stakeholders of the engineering case.
2
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Preface
This report ties together different aspects related to making business with digital twins in the pulp
and paper industrial engineering and processing contexts. These practical aspects have been
identified, and the understanding in them has been developed during the SEED project especially in
the digital twins related use case work and in the research work done in the related work package,
and also in the work done related to joint offering of digital solutions. Thanks to all researchers
involved in these, especially to Lotta Sorsamäki and Teemu Mätäsniemi for the discussions in this
topic.
Espoo 10.11.2021
Eemeli Hytönen
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1. Introduction
The key background concepts related to creating
business value from automatized processes for digital
twins (DT) in process engineering are introduced in this
chapter. The aspects introduced include a short review
of process digital twins, how they can be used in
process engineering, how they are developed, what
kind of business potential exists in the context and how
business potential can be assessed.

Digital Twin – definition for this study

DIGITAL TWIN (DT) IS CONSIDERED
TO BE ANY TYPE OF AN ANALYTICAL
MODEL THAT IS LINKED TO A
COUNTERPART (PHYSICAL OR
DIGITAL OBJECT OF A PROCESS)
USING AN EVOLVING SET OF DATA
UPDATED ON SOME TIME
INTERVALS (NOT NECESSARILY ONLY
REAL-TIME).

With the definition of Digital twin adopted for this study
(see on the right), it is possible to have several parallel
digital twins or one full digital twin of the target
counterpart. Moreover, we can call for example design
models as DTs when they fulfill key criteria of a DT: “a
model of the object, and evolving set of data relating to the object, and a means of dynamically updating or
adjusting the model in accordance with the data” (Wright and Davidson, 2020). The reason for this relaxed
definition is that the term digital twin has in the public domain many definitions and it is not the purpose of
this work to contribute to that discussion; instead this document looks for how in the future the digital
twins can create more and new business value for engineering activities through automatized processes.

1.1. Process digital twin
The term digital twin was used already in 1970s by NASA when they created mirrored systems to monitor
spacecrafts (e.g. used for Apollo 13 rescue mission). The first known definition of true DT: M. Grieves’ DT
model from 2002, formalized in 2015 to ”Three main parts: physical products in Real Space, Virtual products
in Virtual Space, and The connections of data and information that ties the virtual and real products
together.” (Grieves 2015). Further refinements have been presented e.g. by Wipro Limited and the
Industrial Internet consortium in their white papers (Wipro Limited 2020, Industrial Internet Consortium
2019). One relevant resource for the process industry and engineering related digital twins definitions is
the work done as part of the Industry 4.0 work called Reference Architecture Model Industry 4.0 (RAMI4.0
1
), e.g. presented in detail by Platform Industrie 4.0 2.
Different types of process digital twins according to the RAMI4.0 definition are as designed and as built
types. Furthermore, these DTs can be as maintained or as operated DT instances when the process is
operating. Including this life-cycle dimension does not however mean that the DT developed during design
and build phases of the process continue to be used in operations phase of the process – what it implies is
that suitable DT is developed for the specific questions of each phase.
Especially for the operation phases of a plant, DT concepts based on data-driven and first-principles
modelling have been presented in the literature (Verboven et al. 2020, Min et al. 2019, Santillan et al.
2018). There is very little literature presenting DT concepts for the design phase (excluding all traditional
process simulation studies), possibly due to the fact that design phase models are not commonly
considered to fulfill the DT criteria. Furthermore, literature on automatizing the DT development and use
1

2

https://www.isa.org/intech-home/2019/march-april/features/rami-4-0-reference-architectural-model-for-industr
https://www.plattform-i40.de/IP/Navigation/EN/Home/home.html
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related processes is even more scarce but growing (Sierla et al., 2020, Thomasson et al. 2021). In addition,
approaching theoretically this automatization has been the focus of e.g. CO-LaN 3 and dexpi 4
standardization work and TU-Berlin 5 when developing universal languages to interface digital systems used
in engineering during the past 20 years.
It is important to note that new process digital twin technologies are continuously being developed.
Possibly the main area of development is the hybrid or multiscale modelling space where different
techniques, data and/or phenomena driven are combined to get the best of their features and
simultaneously avoid the challenging features of them.

1.2. Developing and using DTs in engineering solutions
DTs can be used to solve similar engineering tasks that are currently often solved using different types of
simulation models; the promise of DTs is that they can solve many of these tasks, and some new ones,
during the lifetime of the process/production system with less resource needs and fewer human errors.
The promise of DTs becomes possible through the clever links between the digital models with their
physical counterparts, and between different digital models.
The key differences between the current simulation model development and use, and the DT are:
•

•

commonly simulation models are developed for generating data for one life-cycle phase (e.g.
design) of the plant or solving one specific problem (understanding accumulation of substances in
the process circuits) and they are not maintained after the model development project has ended
digital capabilities are not used in the development and use of the simulation model

The change towards DTs means changes in the engineering work processes in addition to the changes in
the technical platforms used in engineering work. For example, when developing a model for the first time,
or maintaining an existing DT, automated data transfer related to target processes’ structures and
parameterization and automated validation of the models’ outputs are some key technical features of more
automatized engineering process.
On the other hand, the normal use case for a simulation model is that a simulation expert is given a task
with specifications (=model parameterization), and a certain report data set is obtained as a result of this
task. Modelling and simulation is normally conducted manually by the expert. When (semi)automatized
links are in place, as is the case in many data-driven applications already nowadays, the model is
automatically updating itself to evaluate the specified situation. Thus, the expertise needed from a
simulation expert is changed from manually using the model to manage the overall task execution and
step-in to the task only in agreed phases of the task or in error situations. The ultimate scenario is that
there is no need for simulation expert in the use phase of the models.
One of the technical changes due to the new work process on the other hand is related to user interface
(UI). The UI commonly used by engineers is some sort of a digital drawing & specification of the process
(2D, 3D, control display) and a separate simulation environment/environments. Currently, simulation
environment is used to “replicate” the process design and functionalities and to obtain the results. When
the model creation and use is automatized, there is no need for the engineer to master the simulation

3

https://www.colan.org/
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environments, but, the digital drawing & specification platform needs to have capabilities to act as
input/output to simulation environment.

1.3. Business opportunities from automatizing DT development and maintenance
From business perspective, the expected opportunities from the automatized engineering processes for
development and use of DTs result from the faster engineering process execution, from less human errors
in the process, from longer model lifetime, from lower resource needs and possibility for new DT product
offering (Table 1). This indicates that the development and deployment of DTs can both generate cost
savings and increase revenues.
Table 1 Expected business opportunities

Opportunity
faster engineering process execution – lower price
of the project/possibility for asking more due to
faster delivery
less human errors in the process – increased
reliability of the project results, even with less
experienced team

longer model lifetime – faster start to next
engineering projects from existing DT

lower resource needs – the same outcome of an
engineering project costs less for the provider

new DT product offering – new technical
solutions/tools for DTs, DT hosting platforms, DT
development through networks

Description
When models creating critical data for the
engineering project are developed, updated and
validated semi-automatically against available
data, that project phase is reduced in duration
With more automatized data transfer and
systematic data analyses leading to model
parameterization (structure, operating conditions,
target specifications, validation), potential human
errors when copying values between systems is
reduced
When models are linked to the source data, they
become living twins. The models become
transferrable and more transparent making it
possible to “take over” or use a model developed
by someone else in an engineering project
With automatized data transfer between the
counterparts, resource needs to develop, update
and run the simulation model are minimized.
Therefore, use of dedicated simulation experts in
engineering projects can be lower compared to
traditional use case
For the automatized features many technical
systems are needed. These can be provided by the
engineering companies or simulation SW providers
or dedicated businesses focusing on certain DT
part. The overall solution can be provided by the
network of actors, or by the engineering company
alone

1.4. Assessing business potential of digital twin solutions
Well-known holistic approaches for assessing business potential include e.g. the business model canvas by
Osterwalder, and the partnership canvas by Strategyzer AG 6. In cases where several businesses’ or
independent entities’ collaboration activity is using such high level evaluation frameworks, it is crucial to
6

https://www.strategyzer.com/canvas
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define well the input data gathering process. These canvases may have long lifetime, because they can be
updated as the business and related activities evolve and they may also be used to onboard new personnel
and possibly even new businesses into the collaboration. Therefore, all inputs into the building blocks of a
canvas should be well defined and values traceable.
Many possible DT use scenarios in engineering tasks exist and new scenarios are developing. Moreover,
several technological solutions can be utilised successfully in the same use scenario and many new
techniques are also still under development. Furthermore, there are many different business level
arrangement possibilities. Thus, in such complex and developing context, assessing business potential
requires a systematic approach with enough detail.

2. Goal
The goal of this study was to define a systematic framework for identification, definition and assessment of
potential business cases for semiautomatically developed phenomena, data and hybrid process digital
twins. This framework includes e.g. definition of the cases, possible roles of different P&P industry value
chain actors in these cases, business value creation logics, and scalability of the business cases.
Furthermore, the goal of this study was to demonstrate the framework by using realistic industrial cases.

3. Methods
3.1. Approach
For the analysis of different DT-based engineering solutions a systematic framework was developed. A
canvas -type approach was selected, in which the evaluation parameters are derived and inspired by the
business model canvas and the partnership canvas, and techniques such as Needs-Approach-BenefitsCompetition (NABC) 7 analysis and Strengths-Weaknesses-Opportunities-Threats (SWOT) 8 analysis. This
framework was then used to assess a set of cases. For this, four hypothetical, but realistic, process industry
decision making situations were identified. The decision making situations, called cases here are currently
handled using more traditional work processes but where automatization and digital twins (data-driven,
phenomena based, or hybrid) could technically support the decision making even better.

3.2. Case studies
The hypothetical case studies considered in this study, with the decision making situations, are:
•
•
•
•

7
8

Greenfield plant design – engineering design decisions made based on mass and energy balances
Retrofit process design – engineering design decisions made based on mass and energy balances
Optimizations of online measurable objective – operational decisions made based on quality
metrics
Optimization of offline measurable objective – operational decisions made based on quality metrics

E.g. https://web.stanford.edu/class/educ303x/wiki-old/uploads/Main/SRI_NABC.doc
E.g. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SWOT_analysis
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4. Results
The results of this study are presented in this chapter. First the overall framework developed for the study
is described, followed by a more detailed analysis of the stakeholders. Then, the case analyses are
presented.

4.1. Overall framework
The overall framework for case evaluations is divided into five segments: a) case and current practice
description, b) DT-based solution, c) DT-based solution’s stakeholders, d) SWOT, and a e) scoring radar.,
The framework is intended to be the first screen to show if the studied solution is sufficient for the targeted
type of an activity. When a solution is seen potential based on the screening, it is recommended to be
further assessed in more detail and quantitatively, e.g. using the business model canvas. The segments in
more detail contain:
a) The case and current practice description focuses on describing:
o Business need of the customer
o Stakeholders
o Business goal of the solution provider
o Current technical solution
o Solution providers’ current business needs
b) The DT-based solution elaborates the opportunity in terms of:
o DT-based solution - providers' business opportunity
o Technical DT-based solution
o Roles of the DT related stakeholders
c) DT-based solution’s stakeholder map illustrates visually the technical and competence needs of the
solution. The illustration is described in more detail in 4.2.
d) SWOT-analysis is used to further elaborate the solution.
e) The scoring radar illustrates different types of technical and business logic features and
requirements in the case and can be used to compare the traditional and the DT-based approach
(or different DT-based approaches) when appropriate. It consists of parameters that are seen
important for better understanding the business opportunity. They can be combined into classes
(for more detailed description of classes, see 4.3):
o Technical complexity
o Complexity of the stakeholder group
o Current status of the solution
o Scalability & flexibility of the solution
Although the framework’s five segments address various angles of the decision making situations, it should
be taken into account that it may not be able to address all possible DT use scenarios in engineering with
their specific features.

4.2. Stakeholders in traditional and DT-based engineering
For understanding the complexity of the cases from a business perspective, a generic stakeholder map was
constructed. The target of this map was to capture key technical functionalities of both current, more
traditional way, and the DT-based way of conducting engineering work. This map enables comparing these
two approaches and their complexity, and it supports illustration of the overall technical solution.
8
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The stakeholders in conducting engineering work can be defined in different ways. Here we used an
approach where we took the hypothetical decision making situations in the center, defined the technical
requirements of both the more traditional approach and DT-based approach for those cases and divided
these requirements into groups based on their functionality from the DT perspective. These stakeholder
groups were organized then into following four layers:
•
•
•
•

the users of the DT-based solution’s outcome/results
DT solution developer/user/service provider
Software (SW)/User interface (UI) provider and developer for the parts of the solution, and
data management platform developers

These layers can consist of several players, or stakeholders. They provide the sub-systems needed for the
solutions. In Figure 1, the different stakeholders identified to be relevant in the hypothetical cases for
providing engineering solutions in the case studies is shown. Here, the stakeholders can be considered as
separate businesses providing only one of the products or services, or, as teams or individuals of a business
providing that product or service as part of larger offering of that business. Thus, the stakeholders are not
necessarily single companies.

Figure 1 Technical layers and stakeholders of DT-based process engineering solution business system.

In Figure 1, every box illustrates one type of technical solution and its provider, or, a stakeholder. These
technical solutions are potentially also stand-alone systems and in many cases they are also usable in other
contexts as well in addition to DT-based engineering. One business can provide several solutions at
different layers (e.g. process equipment provider can provide also data analysis services, automation
system and data management platform), or several technical solutions may be integrated in one system
(e.g. a very tailored DT can be the DT software and contain all simulated data, or data management
platform can include different types of data and data analysis capabilities).
Each of these stakeholders have their business goals related to engineering services and products. At each
layer, the generic business goals can be described as:

9
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•

•

•

•

Production system’s or equipment’s life-cycle is owned by, and the changes in its physical and
operational state are decided upon by, the user of the engineering solutions results, including the
modelling outcomes (i.e. the DT’s results). These businesses continuously seek for improved
economic and environmental sustainability of their operations by investing in processes for
increasing business longevity under changing business environment
The engineering solution provider leads the (engineering/data analysis) project and develops and
uses the DTs in the engineering. They support the engineering solution user achieving their goals.
Their own business goal is improved sustainability of their offering through faster project
execution, achieved e.g. by digitizing learnings, increasing the robustness and scalability of the
solution, minimizing resource needs, and improving accuracy of estimations done in the project
Sub-system solution providers, the developers of SW and platforms for creating and maintaining
the DTs and engineering documents play a key role in the overall system. Their business goal is to
improve the profitability of their SW-based offering e.g. by improving SW/platform use case
coverage, and user interface friendliness and overall onboarding process
Data management platforms enabling storing and manipulating data originating from both parts of
the target engineering system (physical part and digital part) are the basis for any engineering
solution, incl. DT-based engineering solutions. The platform providers want to expand their
customer base and supply efficiently robust, secure and fast platforms for their clients

Each of the stakeholder layers include several technical solution alternatives and commercial providers.
This work does not describe them in more detail.

4.3. The scoring radar components
4.3.1. Technical complexity
Technical complexity is assessed using the parameters listed in Table 2.
Table 2 Parameters of technical complexity assessment. Values are either yes or no to all parameters.

Category

Sub-category

Interfaces needed
(automatable part
of the solution's
architecture)

Different
competences
needed during
solution use phase

SW, tool, UI &
systems
development and
maintenance

DT development
and use

Parameter
1. Data management platforms to core model
2. Between the solution's SW parts (e.g. UI for accessing
& setting DT parameters)
3. Separate UIs dedicated to the individual SW part
4. Interoperability
5. Web server
6. Data architect
7. IoT platform
8. UI/UX dev.
9. Web programming
10. Database service programming
11. DT technology (SW used to develop the DT, incl. UI)
12. Data analytics (AI, statistics)
13. Automation systems
14. Engineering SW and tools
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These are assessed as if the solution were fully developed. The development needs are taken into account
when assessing the current status of the solution (see 4.3.3). The interpretation of scores (yes/no): more
interfaces in a technical solution normally means more demanding maintenance and competence needs for
the user. Thus, the first category parameters are linked to the second category parameters. On the other
hand, the competence needs concretize which stakeholder group needs those competences.

4.3.2. Complexity of the stakeholder group
The complexity is assessed using two parameters (see Table 3), measured with numeric value. The values
are scaled to the scale of the radar plot.
Table 3 Stakeholder group parameters

Parameter
15. Amount of stakeholders
16. Amount of separate businesses

Details
Count from stakeholder map
excl. SW & platform providers

The amounts are calculated from the high-level stakeholder map described in 4.2. The separate businesses
needed for the solution development and for the business to function is estimated in such way that
solution scalability and flexibility can be ensured.

4.3.3. Current status of the solution
The current status is assessed using parameters described in Table 4.
Table 4 Parameters and details for solution’s status assessment

Parameter

Details

17. TRL of the technical solution (1-9)

Current lowest of the technical parts

18. Fit of the solution to current
competences (low-medium-high)
19. Maturity of the business logic
(low-medium-high)
20. Data ownership clear (yes/no)
21. IP rights clear (yes/no)
22. Stakeholder roles clear (yes/no)

Current lowest
Overall readiness of the solution business-wise currently
Data that is in the databases
IPR to the parts of the technical solution and modules
Clear who e.g., drives the continuation and development of the
solution, how marketing, sales and communication is done etc.
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4.3.4. Scalability & flexibility of the solution
The scalability and flexibility of the solution is further assessed with parameters described in Table 5.
Table 5 Parameters and details of scalability and flexibility assessment

Parameter
23. Reusable within the industry

Details
Different levels of reusability: full DT, a model, the entire
solution, or none
Different levels of reusability: full DT, a model, the entire
solution, or none
e.g. SW can be changed, the player can be changed

24. Reusable in other industries
25. Part(s) of the solution are
replaceable

By estimating what in the solution can be reused and if the solution is robust for changes in the technical
parts needed for it, we can get a better understanding how scalable the solution is.

4.4. Case studies
In the following four chapters, the four hypothetical case studies are presented, and the framework
described above is used for assessing the business potential of these illustrative case studies.

4.4.1. Greenfield plant design
The results of analyzing green field plant design engineering case are presented in following tables and
figures, starting with case and current practice description in Table 6 and the DT-based solution in Table 7.
Table 6 Design of greenfield plant – case and current practice description

STAKEHOLDERS

Business need of the customer
Construct and start operation of a new production process with expected lifetime of several tens of
years. Engineering need focuses primarily on design of the process but also future engineering needs
during the O&M phase of the process.
Core

Direct

Indirect

• Customer's project
manager & project
team
• Sub-contractors'
teams

• Customer company (e.g. sales and
marketing, HR, ICT, R&D
departments, Future plant's
managers, existing plants & other
ongoing projects)
• Process equipment and system
providers
• Integrated operations in the plant
location (e.g. waste water
treatment, energy supply, waste
management, logistics services)

• Platform providers, e.g.
design tools, design data
management, simulation
software
• Regulatory agencies
• Customer’s customers
• Feedstock providers (e.g.
raw material, chemicals)
• Construction companies
• Local community

12
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Business goal of the solution provider
Supply proper engineering information to the customer’s project in profitable manner
Current technical solution
• Engineering design process using computer aided design (CAD) and dimensioning calculation tools
• Manual process simulation model development in parallel with the design process
• ad-hoc (and agreed) communication between model developers and process designers/engineers
o Data transfer using inhouse (or ad-hoc) templates and project level data transfer and
storage platforms and/or email
• Customer may be provided with some of the simulated results
Solution providers’ current business needs
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient project execution through improved design processes
build long-term relationship with the customers i.e., buyers of the solution
build basis for offering life-cycle services for the new plant site
save time in data exchange
minimize risks related to personnel and competence management (personnel availability,
competences, skills and commitment)
• new DT products in the portfolio

Table 7 Design of greenfield plant – DT-based solution

DT-based solution – providers’ business opportunity
• Improve the efficiency of the design process through interfaced software solutions (systematic data
transfer, systematically developed simulation models)
• Add products and/or parts to the engineering delivery (process DT)
• Business value creation logic:
o Platform -type business model (when the solution is technically ready) expanded from the SW
suppliers to SW users – DT developers offer their competences to the engineering projects and
through that to end customers after the engineering project
o DT user & developer can expect the customer to pay for the increased precision and accuracy of
the design in which they can now focus on as major part of error-prone and time consuming data
transfer is automatized. Possibility to create and to start new service business.
o SW, tool, UI & systems providers can expect to get new customers from the design project end
customers as they start using the DT, licenses and other related services being the source of new
income. Possibility to implement new earning logics (e.g. SaaS-model)
o Data management platform providers can expect new revenue streams from new
plugins/interfaces of their product to simulation SW

13
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Technical DT-based solution
• First-principles based process modelling techniques are used for solving the process material and
energy balances
• Simulation SW is interfaced with CAD SW and other selected design SW for bi-directional data
transfer
• Agreed (or standardized, e.g. dexpi) data formats and structures are used for data transfer
• Simulation model development is an ”automatized” background process supervised by DT expert
• Outputs: Engineering documents (incl. Electronic CAD files), simulation model linked to the
engineering documents (CAD documents)
• Data transfer is either directly between SW platforms or through data platform solution (e.g. plant
database containing all design data)
Roles of the DT related stakeholders (key stakeholders are highlighted in the Figure 2)
• Process engineering solution providers
o process design & engineering
o user of the design SW & results of the DT
• Simulation model developers and service providers
o implementation of additional specifications to the model based on the process engineering
providers definition
• Engineering tool (e.g. design SW) providers
o development and maintenance of the interface to/from the simulation SW
o UI for simulation inputs/outputs
• Simulation SW providers
o development and maintenance of the interface to/from SW
o implementation and maintenance of specific rules & features for the design tool
• Design data and simulation data management platform providers
o input/output information management, e.g. cloud
o access provider to system
o Processing capabilities either integrated or through interface

Next the stakeholders of the green field case are illustrated in Figure 2.

14
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Figure 2 Design of greenfield plant – DT-based solution’s stakeholders

The SWOT analysis of the case is shown in Table 8.
Table 8 Design of greenfield plant – SWOT of the DT-based approach.

Strengths

Weaknesses

• Experts in all technical domains and the
technical solutions are in the team
• Demonstration of the benefits is
straightforward and quite easy as experts in
all domains are in the team
• Engineering knowhow from past projects
utilized in the new projects through rules and
SW level implementations
• Experts do not develop personal tools and
habits in silos and their work is transferrable

• Communication within the team can be
challenging especially when several stakeholders
and companies involved
• Marketing, sales and communication with
customer is not straightforward if responsibilities
& guarantees are not clear
• Setting schedules, data exchange - roles of the
stakeholders need continuous dialogue
• NDAs potentially needed

Opportunities

Threats

• Existing sales networks of the stakeholders
can lead to increased sales & expansion to
new industry sectors
• Joint development of more universal
interfaces between platforms, special model
and model maintenance platform suppliers
have more business potential and can create
new business opportunities
• Competence development can be focused

• Confidential data leaks due to larger stakeholder
group
• Building trust for very long duration projects
within a more complex team of several
companies (end customer's viewpoint), how to
guarantee resources for very long-term projects
on simulation model maintenance as the demand
can be sporadic and it may come in bursts
• Willingness to develop new SW solutions that
have suitable interfaces to engineering platforms
low, preference to use old/own codes
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Finally the scoring results of the case are illustrated in Figure 3, in which the results of the business
opportunity are shown in blue and the current practice in orange. NOTE: high score (value closer to the
circumference of the radar) does not automatically mean better than low score (value closer to the center).
For parameters with yes/no scoring, yes is plotted at maximum value and no at minimum value;
parameters with numerical scoring the values are plotted at their relative position on the scale; parameters
with other scale, values are plotted in constant increments between maximum and minimum.

Figure 3 Design of greenfield plant – Scoring radar.

Figure 3 illustrates the differences between the business potential of the case and the current practice of
conducting greenfield process design engineering projects. The clear conclusion is that significant
development is needed to concretize the DT based business opportunity (points 17 to 22 in the radar), in
almost every aspect of it. It asks for somewhat more competences and expertise for keeping the platforms
operational (points 4 to 10) and the stakeholder group is slightly more complex (points 15 and 16). Also
more technical interfaces are needed in more automatized approach compared to current practice (points
1 to 3).
Regarding the scalability or flexibility of the business opportunity (points 23 to 25 in the radar), clear
difference exists between current practice and the DT based business opportunity: the technical solution
(well-integrated and interfaced systems, automated creation and updating and modularity) allows easier
switching between actors and tools if the context requires changes. Thus, the new automated working
process is very transferrable. Moreover, as the key is automated model creation and updating, it is not of
interest to transfer a resulting model as such. In current practice, models are created, possibly reused, by
the engineering company but they cannot be transferred from a process to another. E.g. pulping process is
very different from papermaking process and thus a model of one cannot be utilized at all in the other
process context.
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4.4.2. Retrofit process design
The results of retrofit process design case are presented in following tables and figures: case and current
practice description in Table 9, DT-based solution in Table 10, the stakeholders in Figure 4, the SWOT
analysis of the case in Table 11, and the scoring results in Figure 5.
Table 9 Retrofit process design – case and current practice description

STAKEHOLDERS

Business need of the customer
Improving the cost competitiveness and/or environmental sustainability of a production process, or
extending the lifetime of the plant by modernizing the processes and equipment. Engineering need
focuses primarily on finding the modernization strategy that minimize the total cost of remaining
lifetime of the processes and equipment.
Core

Direct

Indirect

• Customer's project
manager & project
team
• Customer’s current
plant team
• Sub-contractors'
teams

• Process equipment and
system providers
• Integrated operations in
the plant location (e.g.
waste water treatment,
energy supply, waste
management, logistics
services)

• Platform providers, e.g. design
tools, design data management,
simulation software
• Regulatory agencies
• Customer’s customers
• Feedstock providers (e.g. chemicals)
• Construction companies
• Local community

Business goal of the solution provider
Supply proper engineering information to the customer’s project in profitable manner
Current technical solution
• Engineering design process using CAD and dimensioning calculation tools
• Manual process simulation model development in parallel with the design process. New model is
constructed from the process even though old ones existed
• The current state is modeled based on the process design, not capturing the real process state
based on existing process data, measurements and personnel’s knowhow
• ad-hoc (and agreed) communication between model developers and process designers/engineers
o Data transfer using inhouse (or ad-hoc) templates and project level data transfer and
storage platforms and/or email
• Customer may be provided with some of the simulated results
Solution providers’ current business needs
•
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient project execution through improved design processes
build long term relationship with the customer
build basis for offering life-cycle services for the new plant site
save time in data exchange
minimize risks related to personnel and competence management
new DT products in the portfolio (simulation models)
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Table 10 Retrofit process design – DT-based solution

DT-based solution – providers’ business opportunity
• Improve efficiency of the design process through interfaced software solutions (systematic data
transfer, systematically developed simulation models)
• Add products and/or parts to the engineering delivery – current process DT & retrofitted process DT
• Business value creation logic:
o Platform -type business model (when the solution is technically ready) expanded from the SW
suppliers to SW users and data-analytics service providers – they can offer their competences to
the engineering projects and through that to project end customers after the engineering project
o DT user & developer (engineering, DT developers, data analytics provider) can expect the
customer to pay for the increased precision and accuracy of the design in which they can now
focus on as major part of error-prone and time-consuming data transfer is automatized.
o SW, tool, UI & systems providers can expect to get new customers from the design project end
customers as they start using the DT, licenses and other related services being the source of new
income. Possibility to implement new earning logic (e.g. SaaS-model)
o Data management platform providers can expect new revenues from new plugins/interfaces of
their product to simulation SW
Technical DT-based solution
• First-principles based process modelling techniques are used for solving the process material and
energy balances for the baseline case (current state) and for the retrofit scenario(s)
• Data analysis techniques used to pre-treat the process data for the needs of the DT
• Simulation SW is interfaced with CAD SW and other design SW for bi-directional data transfer
• Simulation SW is interfaced with process data sources
• Agreed (or standardized) data formats and structures are used (e.g. dexpi, process database
export/import tools) for data transfer between systems
• Simulation model development is an ”automatized” background process supervised by DT expert
• Outputs:
o Engineering documents (incl. Electronic CAD files)
o Baseline case process simulation model linked to the engineering documents (CAD documents)
and process data (automation system)
o Retrofit process simulation model linked to the engineering documents (CAD documents)
• Data transfer is either directly between SW platforms or through data platform solution (e.g. plant
database containing all design data)
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Roles of the DT related stakeholders
• Process engineering solution providers
o process design & engineering
o user of the design SW & results of the DT
• Simulation model developers and service providers
o implementation of additional specifications to the model based on engineering providers
definition
• Data analytics service providers
o development and maintenance of process data pre-processing and analysis capabilities
• Data analysis platform providers
o interface to/from the data sources
• Engineering tool (e.g. Design SW) providers
o development and maintenance of the interface to/from the simulation SW
o UI for simulation inputs/outputs
• Simulation SW providers
o development and maintenance of the interface to/from design SW
o implementation and maintenance of specific rules & features for the design tool
o development and maintenance of the interface to/from process data sources
• Design data, simulation data and process data management platform providers
o input/output information management
o access provider to system
o cloud
o Processing capabilities either integrated or through interface

Figure 4 Retrofit process design – DT-based solution’s stakeholders
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Table 11 Retrofit process design – SWOT of the DT-based approach.

Strengths

Weaknesses

• Experts in all technical domains and the
technical solutions are in the team
• Demonstration of the benefits is easy as
experts in all domains are in the team
• Engineering knowhow from past projects
utilized in the new projects through rules
and SW level implementations
• Experts do not develop personal tools and
habits in silos and their work is transferrable
• Existing process knowhow and process data
used maximally to understand capabilities of
the remaining processes compared to
considering them to behave ideally (as per
their design)

• Communication within the team can be
challenging (esp. when several stakeholders)
• Marketing, sales and communication with
customer is not straight forward if responsibilities
& guarantees are clear
• Setting schedules and rules for the data exchange roles of the stakeholders need continuous dialogue
• NDAs potentially needed
• Process knowhow and current design
documentation (digital or printed) is in the owner's
engineers' and operators' hands, and in the data
management systems

Opportunities

Threats

• Existing sales networks of the stakeholders
can lead to increased sales & expansion to
new industries
• Joint development of more universal
interfaces between platforms, special model
and model maintenance platform suppliers
have more business
• Competence development can be focused
• Automated model development and
validation from P&IDs and process data can
speed-up the process when the existing
process constraints and possibilities are fully
and automatically considered with less
human errors

• Confidential data leaks due to larger stakeholder
group
• Building trust for very long project times within
more complex team of several companies (end
customer's viewpoint), how to guarantee
resources for very long projects on simulation
model maintenance as the demand can be
sporadic and it may come in bursts
• Willingness to develop new SW solutions that have
suitable interfaces to engineering platforms low,
preference to use old/own codes
• Data accessibility: plant data not given to external
contractors
• Data correctness, accuracy and completeness, e.g.
current design documentation not up-to-date
• Data interfaces to/from the systems used at the
target process not existing

In Figure 5 the scoring radar of the retrofit case is shown.
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Figure 5 Retrofit process design – Scoring radar (see explanation for colors next to Figure 3)

This business opportunity is somewhat more complex technically and from SW and tool development and
maintenance competence need viewpoint compared to Case 1. This is explained by the fact that more
stakeholders / companies are involved, bringing more systems to be integrated in the entire technical
solution. On the other hand, they also bring the competences to the projects.
The opportunity, due to its complex nature, is not ready – parts of it should be demonstrated and justified
before the business potential can be realized and business benefits expected. The opportunity relies on the
potential of automated processes in the development of the DT of the current process and the retrofitted
process. That saves time in the projects. The other key element of this opportunity’s business potential is
the modularity of the solution making it possible to change providers of the partial technological solutions.
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4.4.3. Optimization of online measurable objective
The results of the thirds case are presented in following tables and figures: case and current practice
description in Table 12, DT-based solution in Table 13, the stakeholders in Figure 6, the SWOT analysis of
the case in Table 14, and the scoring results in Figure 7.
Table 12 Optimization of online measurable objective – case and current practice description

STAKEHOLDERS

Business need of the customer
Improving the cost competitiveness and/or environmental sustainability of a production plant or
process through better process control that is based on an online measured quantity. Engineering
need focuses primarily on developing data-driven model of the target system and implementing it
into the control system, at least in phases with the vision of having a closed-loop control based on the
model.
Core

Direct

Indirect

• Customer's project
manager & project
team
• Sub-contractors'
teams

• Mill manager,
quality and
environmental
manager
• ICT

• Platform providers, e.g. data management,
data analysis, control systems
• Customer company (e.g. R&D departments,
other ongoing project reps.)
• Customer company’s other sites with similar
needs

Business goal of the solution provider
Supply a model to the customer in the project in profitable manner
Current technical solution
• Off-line process optimization using data-driven models done by R&D, consultation providers and
inhouse data-analytics experts is common practice. Results implemented as process controlling
schemes, potentially models implemented in operation screens for operator support
• Data-driven models developed and implemented for some cases, key defining factors for adopting a
solution is the used platform and its connectivity and long- term availability
• Offering exists mainly from automation system providers and data analytics (incl. AI) companies
• Data and information transfer
o using customer’s data platform and intermittent storage platforms for data batches
o operator interviews and specification setting with customer
• Customer owns the models created in the project
• Maintenance and modification often requires the help of the original developer
Solution providers’ current business needs
• Efficient project execution through improved development and implementation processes
• build long- term relationship with the customer, expecting to continue as model maintenance
provider and selling additional projects to them
• build basis for offering life-cycle services related to the DT
• Offering development to support different data management and automation systems to fully
integrate the models into control loops
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Table 13 Optimization of online measurable objective – DT-based solution

DT solution – providers’ business opportunity
• By combining competences of several stakeholders, existing technical solutions can be utilized
faster than developing all needed technical parts by one provider. This lowers risks in entering the
next level in data-driven process control
• Through the stakeholders, potential to reach larger customer base, both within forest industry and
other sectors
• By offering best knowledge and competences in all needed parts of a self-learning control DT
highlights the ultimate needs of the customers
• Flexibility in the constitution of the offering – possibility to use the same operating model with other
stakeholders in selected contexts
Technical DT-based solution
• Data-driven model linking the objective and online measured parameters is the core of the offering
• Interfaces between the model, data sources, operator views, automation system are handled by the
respective experts (businesses) of the offering
• Agreed (or standardized) data formats and structures are used for data transfer between the parts
• Data-driven model development and refining is an ”automatized” process supervised by DT expert
• Outputs: model with interfaces implemented in customer’s automation system (in phases or
straight to operation depending on the situation), agreement on model and interface maintenance
• Model and interfaces in customer’s systems or in service provider’s systems (e.g. cloud based)
Roles of the DT related stakeholders
• Process engineering solution providers
o Overall solution architecture development
o Management & competence of the industrial context
• Simulation model developers and service providers
o Development and maintenance of the data-driven model
o Interfaces to/from the model
• Data analytics service providers
o development and maintenance of process data pre-processing and analysis capabilities
• Data analysis platform providers
o interface to/from the data sources
o development and maintenance of the capabilities of the platform to solve needed problems
• Simulation SW providers
o development and maintenance of the capabilities of the platform to solve needed problems
o implementation and maintenance of specific SW interfaces to libraries & databases used in
addition to process data
• Automation system providers
o interface to/from the automation system for data driven DT needs
• Design data and simulation data management platform providers
o input/output information management, e.g. cloud
o access provider to system
o Processing capabilities either integrated or through interface
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Figure 6 Optimization of online measurable objective – DT solution’s stakeholders
Table 14 Optimization of online measurable objective – SWOT of the DT approach.

Strengths

Weaknesses

• Different competences in technical domains and
the technical solutions are directly utilized (no
need to develop all parts and related competences
by one stakeholder)
• Demonstration of the benefits is easier as experts
with past references in all domains are in the team
• Risks related to competences are mitigated and
considered in the competence development
• Highest level technical solution offered (selflearning, fully integrated) with flexible
maintenance possibilities

• Setting schedules, data exchange, and
agreeing the roles between the stakeholders
needs continuous dialogue
• Interfacing different systems/platforms can
take time (especially the first time)

Opportunities

Threats

• Unlocking the potential of the different existing
technical solutions
• Cross-sectoral learning
• Through self-learning model as outcome, lighter
maintenance package can be justified and
accepted by the customer plants

• Building trust in the network if same offering
model is used with different partner
compositions
• Operators not willing to start using DT
guidance and build trust to the DT control as
it is not understood well
• Input data correctness does not allow selflearning capabilities to be used (heavy
manual work is required to clean and preprocess input data)
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Figure 7 Optimization of online measurable objective – Scoring radar (see explanation for colors and scales next to Figure 3)

This business potential related to this opportunity is relatively close to current capabilities (the lines are
overlapping in Figure 9 to major part). The technical solution has high readiness level, the joint offering of a
value network needs further development to e.g. reach agreement on roles. Thus, to realize the potential
of scalability and flexibility of this solution there is only minor technical development needs.
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4.4.4. Optimization of offline measurable objective
The results of case for optimizing offline measurable target are presented in following tables and figures:
case and current practice description in Table 15, DT-based solution in Table 16, the stakeholders in Figure
8, the SWOT analysis of the case in Table 17, and the scoring results in Figure 9.
Table 15 Optimization of offline measurable objective – case and current practice description

STAKEHOLDERS

Business need of the customer
Improving the cost competitiveness and/or environmental sustainability of a production plant or
process through better process control that is based on currently offline measured quality measure.
Engineering need focuses primarily on developing a reliable data set(s) for a data-driven model of the
target system and implementing it into the control system, at least in phases with the vision of having
a closed-loop control based on the model
Core

Direct

Indirect

• Customer's project
manager & project
team
• Sub-contractors'
project teams
o R&D
o Data analysis

• Mill manager,
quality and
environmental
manager
• ICT

• Platform providers, e.g. data management,
data analysis, control systems
• Customer company (e.g. R&D departments,
other ongoing project reps.)
• Customer company’s other sites with similar
needs
• Measurement technology providers

Business goal of the solution provider
Supply proper engineering information to the customer’s project in profitable manner
Current technical solution
• Off-line process optimization using hybrid models. Results not commonly implemented as part of
process controlling instead results used to educate operators and support in development projects
• Offering exists mainly from R&D providers (and inhouse data-analytics experts and R&D) as the
measured quantity is not just data but instead a combination of expertise of experimenting,
laboratory analytics and data analysis, and detailed phenomena understanding
• Data and information transfer
o using customer’s intermittent storage platforms for transferring data batches
o interviews and specification setting with R&D
• Customer owns the models created in the project
• Maintenance and modification require the original developer
Solution providers’ current business needs
•
•
•
•

Improving the R&D project process
Adding value to the experimental data beyond individual experiment results
Building basis for offering life-cycle services related to the DT
Offering development to support different data management and automation systems to fully
integrate the models into control loops
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Table 16 Optimization of offline measurable objective – DT-based solution

DT-based solution – providers’ business opportunity
• By combining competences of several stakeholders, existing technical solutions can be utilized
faster than developing all needed technical parts by one provider
• Through the stakeholders, potential to reach larger customer base, both within forest industry and
other sectors
• By offering best knowledge and competences in all needed parts of a self-learning control DT
highlights the ultimate needs of the customers
• Flexibility in the constitution of the offering – possibility to use the same operating model with other
stakeholders in selected contexts
• Development of new hybrid modules (soft sensors) to compete with measurement based systems
Technical DT-based solution
• Hybrid or data-driven model linking the objective and offline measured parameters
• Interfaces between the model, data sources, operator views, automation system are handled by the
respective experts (businesses) of the solution
• Use of transparent language for developing hybrid modules and automated tools to convert
theoretical equations to software code
• Agreed (or standardized) data formats and structures are used for data transfer between the parts
• Modules’ development and refining are ”automatized” processes supervised by DT expert in the
module’s context (e.g. hybrid module for experimental data and theory based quality measure, or
purely data-driven surrounding process module)
• Outputs: model with interfaces implemented in customer’s automation system (in phases or
straight to operation depending on the situation), agreement on model and interface maintenance,
procedure for updating the data sets for the quality measure
• Model and interfaces in customer’s systems or in service provider’s systems (e.g. cloud based)
Roles of the DT related stakeholders
• Process engineering solution providers
o Overall solution architecture development
o Management & competence of the industrial context
• Simulation model developers and service providers
o Development and maintenance of the hybrid/data-driven model
o Interfaces to/from the model
• Data analytics service providers
o development and maintenance of process data pre-processing and analysis capabilities
• R&D service providers
o Experimental design and experimental work
o model development for the experimented part
• Data analysis platform providers
o interface to/from the data sources
o development and maintenance of the capabilities of the platform to solve needed problems
• Simulation SW providers
o development and maintenance of the capabilities of the platform to solve needed problems
o implementation and maintenance of specific SW interfaces to libraries & databases used in
addition to process data
• Automation system providers
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o interface to/from the automation system for data driven DT needs
• Design data, simulation data, process data and R&D data management platform providers
o input/output information management, e.g. cloud
o access provider to system
o Processing capabilities either integrated or through interface

Figure 8 Optimization of offline measurable objective – DT-based solution’s stakeholders
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Table 17 Optimization of offline measurable objective – SWOT of the DT-based approach

Strengths

Weaknesses

• Different competences in technical domains
and the technical solutions are directly utilized
(no need to develop all parts and related
competences by one stakeholder)
• Demonstration of the benefits is easier as
experts with past references in all domains are
in the team
• Risks are mitigated related to competences and
their development
• Highest level of technical solution offered (selflearning, fully integrated) with flexible
maintenance possibilities

• Setting schedules, data exchange, and agreeing
the roles between the stakeholders needs
continuous dialogue
• Interfacing different systems/platforms can
take time (especially the first time)
• Stakeholders involved operate in different
model – R&D typically operates in longer term
whereas industrial digital system
implementation in very fast pace

Opportunities

Threats

• Unlocking the potential of the different existing
technical solutions
• Cross-sectoral learning
• Through learning with model, costly
experimental measurements can be partly
replaced by DT

• Building trust in the network if same offering
model is used with different partner
compositions
• Operators not willing to start using DT guidance
and build trust to the DT control as it is not
understood well
• Input data correctness does not allow selflearning capabilities to be used (heavy manual
work is required to clean and pre-process input
data, model needs experimental data updating)
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Figure 9 Optimization of offline measurable objective – Scoring radar. (see explanation for colors and scales next to Figure 3)

Defining and screening the business potential of this opportunity is somewhat more complex compared to
Case 3. This is explained by the fact that the stakeholders involved bring different types of DT parts and
there are more systems to be integrated in the entire technical solution.
The opportunity’s parts should be further developed, demonstrated and justified before business benefits
can be expected. The opportunity relies on the potential of automated processes in the development of the
DT’s parts (modules for theory-based and hybrid models of the current process part being experimentally
measured, and the data-driven overall model). Other key element of this opportunity’s business
possibilities needing development are studying the data ownership and IP rights to enable access to even
better models of the measured system. With suitable data use rights, the hybrid models (soft sensors) can
become more accurate and the theories can be adapted. These can lead to availability of better
measurement and analytics capabilities in the available platforms.
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5. Limitations
The scope of this study limits the interpretation of the results. Key limit arises from the fact that no
commonly agreed framework exists in the public domain that could directly be applied in assessing the
business opportunities in the study context. Therefore, this study is focused on defining a framework for
such analysis, and used hypothetical, but realistic industrial cases for demonstrating it. Thus, only a small
sample of possible DT supported engineering scenarios is considered in this study. Moreover, the
hypothetical cases were identified and assessed by research scientists, and different stakeholders actually
conducting tasks envisioned for these stakeholders were not involved (e.g. interviewed) at this stage of the
development work. Thus, the key limitations of this study are that the case study results are illustrative
demonstrations of possible scenarios, and, that the framework is suitable for evaluations of such cases
represented by the selected demonstration cases.

6. Conclusions
The results of the demonstration case studies show that
•

•

•
•

•

•

Case 1 and 2 differ only slightly from each other – somewhat expected result as they represent
same engineering project type (plant design and engineering) and the solution is partly the same.
On the other hand, case 2 is more complex both from technical, competence and business
perspectives
Cases 1 and 2 are relatively undeveloped both technically and business wise – technical
demonstrations have been achieved in the SEED project in both cases:
o Generation of steady-state simulation models from design data (P&ID) (Sierla et al., 2020)
o Parametrizing a steady-state simulation model from process data using automated data
processing and analysis techniques (Thomasson et al., 2021)
Case 3 represents most mature case of the four test cases.
Opportunities in situations such represented by cases 3 and 4 are vast but not so scalable. Since
they need to be developed every time almost from scratch, the opportunity is maximized only if the
work process is optimized (technically and business -wise). That suggests that case 3 -type
opportunities will be more suitable for one company offering – on the other hand, case 4 has only
limited scalability due to the fact that the experimental (lab measurements) capabilities constrain
the contexts where the company can easily operate (e.g. R&D institute might have competence
only in one sector)
All cases scored low on stakeholder roles indicating that where ever engineering DT automatization
is increased the stakeholders providing the solution need to carefully agree on the expectations
and roles. For example, different pace in normal operation, possible participation in many parallel
networked offering or expectations on IP rights can be an issue for not being able to come to a
long- term agreement that is needed for justification of starting such a joint case
Overall, the automatization of the engineering DT development and use seem to bring
opportunities related to the scalability of the solution and the flexibility of the stakeholder group.
With automatized processes and modules, their providers can be easier changed and replaced
instead of building inhouse competences for everything. Second opportunity factor is the potential
to scale out the solution to other industrial sectors
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The framework is designed to systematize the formulation of the business potential of DT development and
maintenance related opportunities. This formulation can be defined as technically oriented; different
formulation might be the outcome if one would start from the envisioned future business models (such as
network model), or, if the formulation would be approached from current business model perspectives
(platform model and linear model). These three alternatives together might lead to some common
formulation, but that was outside of the scope of this study.

7. Summary
A systematic framework was constructed to describe and analyses business cases for DT-based engineering
in process industry, especially in the pulp and paper industry. This framework defines the key
functionalities needed for the DT-based solution. Furthermore, it describes and gives templates to evaluate
key business aspects of the DT-based solution, including stakeholders and complexity of the evaluated
solution.
Four hypothetical but realistic industrial business opportunity case studies with automated DT
development and maintenance features were used to test and demonstrate the framework.
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